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A bona fide lifestyle expert with a creative flair for the fabulous, Nicole Young's expertise 

stems from her vast experience throughout the worlds of fashion, beauty, food and 

fitness. 

Nicole is a lauded voice in the lifestyle space for major networks as well as print and 

digital media outlets including ABC, E! Entertainment, the CW network, BET, WE/TV, 

MSG, InStyle and Life + Style. She has hosted and contributed content on-air for E! 

News, ABC World News Now, MSG/NY, the PIX11 Morning News, Good Morning 

Washington and Good Day Philadelphia. 

A respected style and pop culture journalist, Nicole has written exciting and engaging 

articles for The NY Post, USA Weekend, the Daily Mail, In Touch Weekly, Life + Style 

weekly and New York Moves magazine. 

A Shu Uemura trained makeup artist, this multifaceted New York City native spent her 

early days in the business beautifying models for editorial and advertising shoots and 

enhancing the famous faces for red carpet events and high-profile nuptials.   

The daughter of a former runway model and great granddaughter of a seamstress, 

Nicole was born with the fashion bug and honed that natural passion as a wardrobe 
stylist - curating wow-worthy looks for the likes of Lisa Ling, Dominique Dawes, Julie Benz 

and Ashanti.  Further expanding on her affinity for fashion, Nicole also designs bespoke 

dresses and separates often seen on famous style mavens including: Kate Hudson, 

Rachel Zoe, Gabrielle Union and Zoe Saldana. 

Nicole's design prowess has also been showcased through her costume design work on 

projects spanning across television and pro sports.  She's spearheaded buzz-garnering 
sartorial ventures including: round-card girl costumes for Top Rank Boxing, performance 

and off-court uniforms for the NY Knicks City Dancers and athletic training uniforms for 

the Special Olympics. 

A former dancer and group fitness instructor, Nicole believes that “a healthy body is 

your best asset".   She takes great pleasure in sharing that message on air along with her 
tips, tricks and recipes for making clean eating & drinking fun.  Nicole is excited about 

spreading her culinary and cocktail creations further with the upcoming launches of 

her cookbook "Do the LITE thing" and cocktail recipe app "Sipteaze...clean concoctions 

worth the buzz". 

Follow Nicole on Instagram @nicoleyoungstyle 
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LIFESTYLE CURATED AND COMMUNICATED 
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ON AIR ALL THE TIME 
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Exciting, engaging, informative…Nicole’s articles spotlight what pops in today’s culture. 
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BRAND PARTNERSHIPS 



There are numerous ways to work with this 

multi-faceted personality 

Special Correspondent 

On-air Expert/ Segment Host 

Brand Spokesperson 

Keynote Speaker 

Event Host 

Branded Content Integrations 
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COLLABORATE WITH NICOLE 

With Nicole on board your project is guaranteed to shine!  



@nicoleyoung 

646.262.4033 

nicoleyougnstyle@gmail.com 

@nicoleyoungstyle 

@nicoleyoung 

CONTACT 
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